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Summary

The indica subspecies of cultivated rice occupies the largest area of rice production in the world. However, a

systematic analysis of cDNA sequences from the indica subspecies has not been performed. The aim of the

present study was to collect and analyze the expressed sequence tags (ESTs) of indica rice on a large scale.

A total of 39 208 raw sequenceswere generated from a normalized cDNA library prepared by use of 15 different

tissues of the indica cultivar Minghui 63. After trimming, processing and analysis, 17 835 unique sequences

were obtained, each of which presumably represents a unique gene. Of these sequences, 2663 were novel, and

at least 70 were indica specific. Comparison of the Minghui 63 sequences with the ESTs/full-length cDNAs in

GenBank revealed a large number of deletion/insertion/substitution (DIS) at both the inter- and intra-

subspecific levels. The overall number of polymorphisms in the expressed sequences was higher in the inter-

subspecific comparisons than in the intra-subspecific comparisons. However, the extent of DIS-based

polymorphism was highly variable among different rice varieties. In total, 15 726 unique sequences, including

697 novel sequences, were assigned to regions where large numbers of quantitative trait loci (QTLs) for

agronomic traits had been detected previously. These results may be useful for developing new molecular

markers for genetic mapping, detecting allelic polymorphisms associated with phenotypic variations between

rice varieties, and facilitating QTL cloning by providing the starting points for candidate-gene identification.

Keywords: indica rice, expressed sequence tag, single nucleotide polymorphism, Indel, quantitative trait

locus, mutator-like transposase.

Introduction

Rice is a major crop that feeds about half of the human

population of the world. Rice has also become a model

system for genomic research in cereal plants because of its

relatively small genome size and near completion of the

genome sequencing. The rice genomewas first estimated to

have 32 000–56 000 genes, on the basis of whole-genome

shotgun sequence data (Goff et al., 2002; Yu et al., 2002a).

Further studies have indicated that the number of genes in

the rice genome has been overestimated because of the

existence of transposable elements or transposable element

fragments, suggesting that the number of genes is <40 000

(see review by Bennetzen et al., 2004). Recently, using an

improved version of rice genome sequences that brings the

coverage of the indica rice genome from the original 4.2· (Yu

et al., 2002a) to 6.28· and a new gene-prediction procedure

that removes erroneous predictions resulting from the

presence of transposable elements, Yu et al. (2005) reesti-

mated that the rice genome contains at least 38 000–40 000

genes. Only a very small portion of the rice genes has been

experimentally studied; currently, the process of gene

identification is difficult because none of the existing gene-

prediction programs can identify gene structures with

satisfactory accuracy (Mathe et al., 2002; Rogic et al., 2002).

Thus, aligning predicted genes with expressed sequence
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tags (ESTs) has become the most practical and reliable

strategy for accurate gene prediction and annotation.

Asian cultivated rice (Oryza sativa L.) consists of two

major groups, which are known by the subspecies names

indica and japonica. Approximately 285 758 ESTs and

28 469 full-length cDNA sequences (The Rice Full-Length

cDNA Consortium, 2003) of rice are currently available in

GenBank (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov, release 071604).

Most (63.6%) of the ESTs and all the full-length cDNAs

available in GenBank are from japonica cultivars, while the

remaining ESTs are from a number of indica varieties.

However, large numbers of ESTs in the database are

redundant. Thus, identification of new ESTs is an approach

to annotation of the rice genes. Moreover, a comparison of

DNA sequences, covering approximately the 2.3 Mb region,

between an indica cultivar and a japonica cultivar revealed

that genomic divergence occurred as differences in total

number of genes, single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs)

and insertion/deletions (Indels) in coding regions (Feng

et al., 2002; Han and Xue, 2003). Therefore, a large-scale

analysis of the expressed sequences from indica cultivars

not only may lead to the identification of genes that are not

present in the japonica genome but also will reveal differ-

ences in the type and amount of polymorphisms in the

coding sequences between the two subspecies.

An important characteristic of gene regulation in eukary-

otes is that large portions of the genes are expressed only in

specific tissues and/or at certain growth stages. In addition,

many genes are expressed only in special situations such as

exposure to environmental stresses. Thus, obtaining all or

most of the expressed genes in one or a few experiments is

difficult. To obtain expressed sequences of indica rice on a

large scale, with an emphasis on rarely expressed genes, we

constructed a normalized cDNA library by use of 15 tissues

harvested at nine developmental stages, including tissues

treated with biotic and abiotic stresses, from the indica

cultivar Minghui 63 (Chu et al., 2003). Inverse Northern blot

analysis showed that this cDNA library contained many

rarely expressed sequences. Thus, it is a valuable source for

the identification of novel ESTs. Furthermore, Minghui 63 is

the restorer line for a number of planted rice hybrids that

collectively have comprised >20% of the total rice produc-

tion area in China during the last 2 decades. The hybrids

produced with Minghui 63 have a number of desirable

characteristics, including a high yield and wide adaptability.

Thus, characterization of the genome of Minghui 63 at the

level of gene expression will facilitate the identification of

genes that control important agronomic traits.

The present study was undertaken to: (i) analyze the

sequences of the cDNA clones in the normalized cDNA

library described above, (ii) characterize the polymorphisms

of expressed sequences at both inter- and intra-subspecific

levels, and (iii) examine the relationships between the

ESTs and quantitative trait loci (QTLs) associated with

agronomically important traits. It is expected that the

large-scale analysis of ESTs from such an indica cultivar

will help in the annotation of the indica rice genome,

facilitate identification of new genes, and provide data for

comparative studies of the two subspecies. The results of

this study may also serve as a starting point for the

identification of genes of QTLs for various traits.

Results and discussion

Sequence analysis of the cDNA library

Random sequencing of >40 000 cDNA clones of the normal-

ized cDNA library composed of clones from 15 different tis-

sues generated 39 208 raw sequences. The sequences were

trimmed by removing those that showed homology to

sequences of Escherichia coli,Xanthomonas axonopodis pv.

citri,Xanthomonas campestris pv. campestris,Magnaporthe

grisea or vectors and those that were <100 bp. A total of

36 672 trimmed sequences were obtained, ranging in length

from 101 to 1380 bp, with an average length of 583 bp. In

total, 6006of the trimmedsequences hadpoly(A/T) stretches.

Clustering and assembling of these sequences by use of a

modified EST clustering program (Zhang et al., 2003) pro-

duced 4592 contigs and 15 092 singletons. The sequences

covering entire spans were taken from the contigs, and

consensus sequences were used for regions with overlap-

ping ESTs, resulting in a total of 19 684 processed

sequences (GenBank accession nos CX099458–CX119141)

that varied in length from 101 to 3082 bp, with an average

length of 691 bp. Poly(A/T) stretches were detected in 3679

of the processed sequences. For identification, most of the

processed sequences from the singletons were named with

the prefix EI or BI (e.g., EI079O08 and BI120F05), and a small

number of the processed sequences from the singletonswas

named according to origin, such as POLLN for pollen, PANIC

for panicle at flowering stage, DEVEP for panicle at panicle-

development stage, FLAGL for flag leaves, and THREE for

whole plant at the three-leaf stage, while the proc-

essed sequences from the contigs were renamed with the

prefix RECm (e.g., RECm0001, RECm0002, etc.). All the

sequences are available at the web site for the Rice

EST DataBase (REDB) [http://redb.ricefgchina.org (or)

http://bioinformatics.hzau.edu.cn].

For better correspondence between the ESTs and the

genes, the above-mentioned processed sequences were

reclustered with reference to the 59 712 nucleotide se-

quences of the rice gene model from the TIGR web site

(http://www.tigr.org/tdb/e2k1/osa1/). Although the gene

model may have overestimated the number of rice genes,

in accordance with the recent estimation of rice genes (Yu

et al., 2005), the reclustering reduced the 19 684 processed

sequences to 17 835 sequences, which were referred to as

unisequences because each of them presumably represents
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a unique gene. We designated the sequences joined by the

reclustering with the prefix RECn (e.g., RECn0011) and filled

in the missing sequences between the ends of the ESTs, as

indicated by the gene models, with the same lengths of ‘X’

segments.

Of the 17 835 unisequences, 12 762 were single copies,

3396 (19%) were generated from two to three overlapping

sequences, 1237 (7%) were from four to eight overlapping

sequences, and 440 (<3%) were based on >8 over-

lapping ESTs. The redundancy of this library was approxi-

mately 51.4%. The largest cluster (RECm0300) was formed

of 508 ESTs spanning 891 bp in length. It was homologous

with a gene coding for a Zn-induced protein (RezA) (GenBank

accession no. U46138; E-value ¼ 0). The longest cluster

(RECm0103) was 3082 bp in length and was formed of 225

ESTs corresponding to the rice 25S ribosomal RNA gene

(GenBank accession no. M11585; E-value ¼ 0). As the cDNA

library used for the present study was normalized through

hybridization of cDNA with saturated genomic DNA (Chu

et al., 2003), the frequency of each gene sequence in the

normalized library reflected both the expression level in

the tissues and the number of homologous regions in the

genomic DNA. Both RECm0300 and RECm0103 showed high

levels of expression (Figure 1). Analysis also indicated that

both sequences detected multiple homologous regions in

the rice genome. For example, RECm0300 detected 58

homologous regions in the rice genome, ranging from 30

to 781 bp in length, while RECm0103 detected 25 homolog-

ous regions, ranging from 30 to 1167 bp in length. Thus, the

high frequencies of these ESTs in the library could be

attributed both to their high levels of expression and to

multiple homologous regions in the rice genome.

Analysis of the 17 835 unisequences, by use of the BLASTN

program, revealed that 2663 (14.9%) of them had no match

or a poor match (E-value > 10)5) with 285 758 rice EST and

28 469 full-length cDNA (The Rice Full-Length cDNA Con-

sortium, 2003) entries in GenBank. As the ESTs in this study

were from a cDNA library constructed with tissues from nine

developmental stages and challengedwith biotic and abiotic

stresses (Chu et al., 2003), these novel ESTs may mainly

represent tissue-specific genes or stress-responsive genes.

Functional classification of the ESTs

In total, 16 954 (95.1%) of the 17 835 unisequences were

classified according to the Gene Ontology (GO) database

(Gene Ontology Consortium, 2001), by use of the BLASTX

program with the default criterion for sequence alignment

(Table 1). Of the 16 954 unisequences, 9140, 12 228 and

10 126 were classified by the GO terms ‘molecular function,’

‘biological process’ and ‘cellular component,’ respectively.

Using the classification of ‘molecular function,’ the unise-

quences representing 9140 genes were divided into 13

groups (Table 2); 87.3% of the classified unisequences had

knownmolecular functions and the remaining 12.7%were in

the category ‘molecular function unknown.’

Of the 2663 novel unisequences, 1421 were classified

by the GO term ‘molecular function,’ 1876 by the term ‘bio-

logical process’ and 1463 by the term ‘cellular component,’

Figure 1. Expression patterns of three expressed sequence tags (ESTs) in

rice cultivar Minghui 63.

The highly redundant ESTs, RECm0103 and RECm0300, in cultivar Minghui 63

(lane 1) were examined by use of cDNA clones EI073H13 and EI016A06, which

carried part of the sequences of RECm0103 and RECm0300 as probes,

respectively. The expression of the single-copy EST EI012I01 could only be

detected in transgenic rice with the genetic background of Mudanjiang 8

(Oryza sativa ssp. japonica) (lane 2), in which EI012I01 was overexpressed.

Table 1 Criteria for sequence alignment

Threshold E-value Alignment length (bp) Nucleotide identitya

Default 10 – –
Stringent £10)5 ‡40 ‡94%

aIdentity of overlapping regions.

Table 2 Functional classification of the unisequences by the Gene
Ontology database term ‘molecular function’

Category

No. of unisequencesa

Total Novel

Enzyme 2163 (23.7) 239 (16.8)
Transcription regulator 1528 (16.7) 248 (17.5)
Transporter 1296 (14.2) 192 (13.5)
Molecular function unknown 1165 (12.7) 224 (15.8)
Ligand binding or carrier 1016 (11.1) 139 (9.8)
Signal transducer 910 (10.0) 205 (14.4)
Structural molecule 449 (4.9) 84 (5.9)
Enzyme regulator 166 (1.8) 45 (3.2)
Obsolete 193 (2.1) 20 (1.4)
Translation regulator 130 (1.4) 11 (0.8)
Antioxidant 77 (0.8) 3 (0.2)
Motor 31 (0.3) 10 (0.7)
Chaperone 16 (0.2) 1 (0.1)
Total 9140 (100) 1421 (100)

aNumbers in parentheses are proportions (%) of the total unise-
quences classified according to molecular function.
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involving a total of 2335 (87.7%) of the unisequences.

Compared with the categories formed by the classification

of total unisequences by ‘molecular function,’ the propor-

tions of novel sequences in the categories ‘signal trans-

ducer’ and ‘molecular function unknown’ were increased,

while the proportion in the category ‘enzyme’ was greatly

reduced (Table 2), suggesting that the normalized library

enhanced the discovery of rarely expressed new genes.

Inter- and intra-subspecific polymorphisms of the expressed

sequences

Two classes of expressed sequence polymorphisms, SNPs

and Indels, were analyzed among different rice varieties by

comparing the consensus sequences of Minghui 63, as des-

cribed above, with the rice ESTs/full-length cDNAs from

GenBank. In GenBank, approximately 64% of the rice ESTs/

full-length cDNAs are from 25 japonica varieties, and the

remaining ESTs are from 22 indica varieties. This rich source

provided an opportunity for examining polymorphisms of

thegenesequencesatboth inter- and intra-subspecific levels.

Detailed deletion/insertion/substitution (DIS) information for

such comparisons is available in the Rice DISDatabase of the

REDB (http://redb.ricefgchina.org/cgi-bin/dis.pl).

Three analyses were performed for comparisons

(Table 3). In the mEST2EST analysis, each consensus

sequence of Minghui 63 was compared simultaneously with

multiple homologous sequences from GenBank. In this

analysis, the numbers of sequences compared with each

Minghui 63 sequence ranged from two to 261 for inter-

subspecific comparisons and from two to 149 for intra-

subspecific comparisons. A difference was considered to be

a polymorphism only when all sequences from GenBank

differed from the consensus sequence of Minghui 63 at the

same site. The analysis showed that, in general, DISs

occurred more frequently in inter-subspecific comparisons

than in intra-subspecific comparisons (Table 3). Approxi-

mately 73.3% (275) and 76.1% (105) of the Indels that were

detected in inter- and intra-subspecific comparisons,

respectively, were 1 bp in length. Indels of 2–4 bp in length

occurred in 20.8% (78) of the inter-subspecific comparisons

and in 19.6% (27) of the intra-subspecific comparisons. The

longest Indels detected were 10 bp in the inter-subspecific

comparisons and 8 bp in the intra-subspecific comparisons.

Most of the SNPs were detected as two-alternative-base

substitutions, in which a nucleotide in the Minghui 63

sequence was substituted by either of two nucleotides in all

the homologous sequences. One-alternative-base substitu-

tions, in which a nucleotide in the Minghui 63 sequence was

substituted by only one other nucleotide in all the homol-

ogous sequences, was observed only in 15.2% (334) of the

SNPs in the inter-subspecific comparisons and in 17.1%

(139) of the SNPs in the intra-subspecific comparisons. SNPs

with three-alternative-base substitutions were not observed.

As each DIS was identified by comparison of the Minghui 63

sequence and multiple aligned ESTs/full-length cDNAs from

GenBank, in this analysis, the polymorphisms detected

should represent the major deviations between the

expressed sequences of Minghui 63 and those of most of

the japonica varieties, as well as between those of Minghui

63 and most of the other indica varieties.

In total, 2625 Minghui 63 sequences were used in both

inter- and intra-subspecific comparisons of the mEST2EST

analysis. Analysis of the DIS, using the same Minghui 63

Table 3 Polymorphisms of the expressed sequences revealed by inter- and intra-subspecific comparisons

mEST2ESTa sEST2ESTb EST2GNMc

indica japonica indica japonica indica japonica

No. of Minghui 63 sequences comparedd 2681 4279 2586 4128 4386 4397
Total length of homologous regions (kb) 706 1668 954 1720 1831 1930
No. of DISs

SNP 814 2197 3136 2897 4291 5659
Deletion 53 143 518 265 319 245
Insertion 85 232 648 793 809 833
Total 952 2572 4302 3955 5419 6737

Frequency of DISs (bp per DIS)
SNP 868 759 304 594 427 341
Deletion 13,328 11,655 1842 6491 5740 7878
Insertion 8310 7184 1472 2169 2263 2317
Total 742 648 222 435 338 286

DIS, deletion/insertion/substitution; EST, expressed sequence tag; SNP, single nucleotide polymorphism.
aEachMinghui 63 sequencewas comparedwithmultiple rice ESTs/full-length cDNAs fromGenBank. A DISwas recorded only when theMinghui 63
sequence detected a polymorphism with all the aligned homologous sequences at the same site.
bEach Minghui 63 sequence was compared with the most similar rice EST/full-length cDNA from GenBank.
cEach Minghui 63 sequence was compared with the most similar genomic sequence of either indica variety 93-11 or japonica variety Nipponbare.
dThe consensus sequences from regions with overlapping ESTs.
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sequences as in the inter- and intra-subspecific compari-

sons, revealed that only approximately 170 of the 1519

SNPs, seven of the 96 deletions and 33 of the 156 insertions

detected in the inter-subspecific comparisons occurred in

the intra-subspecific comparisons. Thus, approximately 88%

(1561 of 1771) of the total DIS detected between Minghui 63

and multiple japonica varieties were also present between

the indica varieties and the japonica varieties. These results

suggest that the DIS detected in the inter-subspecific com-

parisons (Table 3) may largely represent the basal variation

between the expressed sequences of the two subspecies.

In the second analysis (sEST2EST), each consensus

sequence of Minghui 63 was compared with the most

similar rice EST/full-length cDNA from GenBank (i.e., the

sequence with the smallest E-value). Approximately 79% of

the japonica ESTs/full-length cDNAs were from the variety

Nipponbare in the pairwise inter-subspecific comparisons

and 59% of the indica ESTs were from the varieties IR36 and

IR64 in the pairwise intra-subspecific comparisons. Interest-

ingly, DISs were detected more frequently in the intra-

subspecific comparisons than in the inter-subspecific com-

parisons. The 1 and 2–4-bp Indels occurred in 50.2% (531)

and 45.0% (476) of the inter-subspecific comparisons,

respectively, whereas the respective frequencies were

74.3% (866) and 23.1% (269) in the intra-subspecific com-

parisons. The longest Indels detected in inter- and intra-

subspecific comparisons were 12 and 15 bp, respectively.

To examine whether the DISs detected in the sEST2EST

analysis might be partly due to sequence errors, as a large

number of ESTs in GenBank are single-pass sequences, a

third analysis, EST2GNM, was performed to compare the

Minghui 63 sequenceswith the genomic sequences of indica

variety 93-11 and japonica variety Nipponbare as the refer-

ence genomes. These genomic sequences were obtained by

sequencing the genomes 4–10 times (Yu et al., 2002a; http://

rgp.dna.affrc.go.jp/genomicdata/seqstrategy/newstrategy.

html). The total frequency of DISs in the inter-subspecific

comparisons of the EST2GNM analysis was even higher

than that detected in the sEST2EST analysis, suggesting that

EST sequence error may not be the major concern in

previous comparisons. The total frequency of DISs in the

intra-subspecific comparisons of the EST2GNM analysis

was lower than that in the sEST2EST analysis. However, this

difference could have been due to the fact that sequences

from a different indica variety, 93-11, were used for the

comparison. The 1 and 2–4-bp Indels occurred in 45.5% (490)

and 50.6% (545) of the inter-subspecific comparisons,

respectively, whereas the respective frequencies were

48.5% (547) and 46.7% (527) in the intra-subspecific com-

parisons. The longest Indels detected in the inter- and intra-

subspecific comparisons were both 10 bp. As in the

sEST2EST analysis, Indels were more frequently detected

in the intra-subspecific comparisons than in the inter-

subspecific comparisons in the EST2GNM analysis,

although the later comparisons identified a higher total

frequency of DISs (Table 3).

Comparison of 2.3 Mb of genomic sequences of indica

GLA4 with 2.4 Mb of genomic sequences of japonica

Nipponbare identified SNPs in the predicted exon regions

at frequencies of 1 SNP per 379 bp for GLA4 and 1 SNP per

304 bp for Nipponbare (Han and Xue, 2003). Three SNPs and

0.22 Indel per 1000 bp were observed in the predicted

coding regions, when Nipponbare and indica 93-11 were

compared (Yu et al., 2005). The results of the present study

show that the basal polymorphisms in expressed sequences

were approximately 1 SNP per 759 bp and 1 Indel per

4448 bp, between Minghui 63 and japonica varieties, and 1

SNP per 868 bp and 1 Indel per 5116 bp, between Minghui

63 and other indica varieties. However, approximately 1 SNP

per 341 bp and 1 Indel per 1790 bp were found between the

expressed sequences of Minghui 63 and the corresponding

genomic sequences of japonica variety Nipponbare, and 1

SNP per 427 bp and 1 Indel per 1623 bp were found between

the expressed sequences of Minghui 63 and the corres-

ponding genomic sequences of indica variety 93-11. The

different frequencies of DISs detected in different studies

further suggest that the extent of DIS-based polymorphisms

is highly variable among different rice varieties.

Mapping of the ESTs to the rice genome

In total, 15 726 (88.2%) of the 17 835 unisequences, inclu-

ding 697 of the 2663 novel unisequences, were anchored in

the rice genome according to their sequence homology with

the genomic sequences of japonica variety Nipponbare. The

15 726 EST sites were distributed throughout the 12 chro-

mosomes (Table 4). This high-density transcript map can be

obtained from the REDB (http://redb.ricefgchina.org

or http://bioinformatics.hzau.edu.cn) or Table S1. Accord-

ing to the latest rice RFLP map (http://rgp.dna.affrc.go.jp/

publicdata/geneticmap2000/index.html), the rice genome

spans a total of 1530.4 cM. The present EST map covers

1526.6 cM – that is, 99.8% of the rice genome – and has a

resolution of 10 EST sites per cM. This high density plus the

annotation of the ESTs will greatly facilitate gene identifi-

cation and isolation and the comparative study of gene

evolution between subspecies. The average density of EST

sites differed among the chromosomes (Table 4). Chromo-

some 3 had the highest density of EST sites, and chromo-

somes 8, 11 and 12 had the lowest density. Rice

chromosomes 1, 2 and 3 have been reported to contain

approximately 41% of a total of 6591 EST sites (Wu et al.,

2002). The present results show that chromosomes 2, 3 and

5 have large numbers of EST sites, collectively accounting

for 35% of the total 15 726 EST sites (Table 4). The total map

length of the three chromosomes is 446.6 cM, which is 29%

of the rice genome (http://rgp.dna.affrc.go.jp/publicdata/

geneticmap2000/index.html). Thus, chromosomes 2, 3 and 5
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have a higher gene density than the other nine rice chro-

mosomes.

Approximately 2109 (11.8%) of the 17 835 unisequences

could not be mapped to the molecular linkage map by

sequence homology analysis against rice genomic se-

quences. Among them, 106 sequences (including 25 novel

ones) showed homology with indica genomic sequences

with unknown chromosomal locations released by

the Beijing Genomics Institute (http://btn.genomics.org.cn/

rice/). The remaining 2003 sequences (including 1941 novel

ones) showed no sequence homology with either indica or

japonica genomic sequences. This non-matchmay be due to

the incomplete sequencing of the rice genome or to

sequence divergence leading to a poor match between

Minghui 63 and Nipponbare, as has been previously repor-

ted for the indica and japonica subspecies (Feng et al., 2002;

Sasaki et al., 2002; The Rice Chromosome 10 Sequencing

Consortium, 2003; Yu et al., 2002a). Some of the ESTs are

also likely to be specific to indica rice. For example, the novel

sequence RECm4091, which was not found to be homolog-

ous to any of the Nipponbare sequences, showed sequence

homology (99% identity) with the genomic sequence of

indica variety 93-11 (accession no. AAAA02003735) at the

position of 16 248–16 612 bp, whereas a fragment of

AAAA02003735 at the position of 8148–10 314 bp was highly

homologous (98% identity) to the Nipponbare genomic

sequence (accession no. AP003410) located in an ungapped

segment of the genomic sequence on chromosome 1. At

least 70 of the Minghui 63 unisequences (including 15 novel

sequences) were identified as indica specific by comparison

with the available sequences (Table S2). Approximately

2–3% of the predicted genes have been found to be

subspecies specific, on the basis of comparison with draft

genomic sequences of indica and japonica varieties (Yu

et al., 2005). More indica-specific ESTs are highly likely to be

identified among the 2003 sequences that currently are not

matched with genomic sequences in the databases, when

more genomic sequences of indica rice become available for

comparison. It may also be possible that a small portion of

the unmapped sequences might have resulted from con-

tamination by non-rice sources.

A novel type of transcriptionally active mutator-like

transposase

One EST, EI045F13, detected 335 homologous sites (E-value

range from 2e-105 to 2.4e-06) distributed across all 12 rice

chromosomes. The deduced product of EI045F13 showed

sequence homology with a mutator-like transposase

(National Center for Biotechnology Information; http://

www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov; protein database accession no.

NP_922866; E-value ¼ 2e-13), as analyzed by use of the

BLASTX method, indicating that rice cultivar Minghui 63

contains a transcriptionally active mutator-like transposon.

Two mutator-like transposable elements, OsMu4-2 and

OsMu10-1, have been cloned from a japonica cultivar, and

one of these elements is transcriptionally active (Asakura

et al., 2002). However, EI045F13 showed no sequence simi-

larity with either of the two transposable elements, when

either nucleotide or putative encoding products were com-

pared. EI045F13 also did not show sequence similarity with

RMu1-A23, a rice genomic sequence (GenBank accession no.

AB023047) with 99% identity to a rice cDNA sequence (Gen-

Bank accession no. C98506; E-value ¼ 0), that is most likely a

mutator-like element (Lisch et al., 2001). These results sug-

gest that EI045F13 may represent a new type of mutator-like

transposon. This mutator-like element appeared to be ex-

pressed rarely in rice, as only one copy of the sequence had

been detected among the 39 208 sequences generated from

the sequencing of >40 000 cDNA clones. In addition, analysis

of EI045F13 against the 285 758 rice ESTs and 28 469 full-

length cDNAs in GenBank, by use of the BLASTN program, did

not find any homologous sequences. The existence of a large

number of EI045F13 homologous genomic sequences in the

rice genome suggests that this element was once very active

during the course of evolution of the rice genome.

Association of the ESTs with QTLs for agronomically

important traits

Hybrids produced with Minghui 63 as the restorer line have

been widely cultivated in China. One of the best examples of

the hybrids is Shanyou 63, which was released in the early

1980s, occupied approximately 6.7 million hectares during

its peak period, and is still the most widely cultivated hybrid

in rice production in China. A large number of QTLs related

to important traits of these hybrids has been identified by

use of populations derived fromone of the hybrids, Shanyou

63, which is a cross between Zhenshan 97 (O. sativa ssp.

Table 4 Distribution of the unisequences in the rice genomea

Chromosome No. of sites Percentage Density (site per cM)

1 2038 13.0 11
2 1950 12.4 12
3 2173 13.8 13
4 1227 7.8 9
5 1409 9.0 12
6 1206 7.7 10
7 1225 7.8 10
8 1029 6.5 8
9 870 5.5 9

10 858 5.4 10
11 898 5.7 8
12 843 5.4 8
Total 15 726 100 10

aDetailed information can be found in the Rice EST DataBase (http://
redb.ricefgchina.org or http://bioinformatics.hzau.edu.cn) or in
Table S1.
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indica) and Minghui 63. These QTLs can be classified into

seven categories, including yield and its components (Cui

et al., 2002b, 2003; Hua et al., 2002, 2003; Li et al., 2000; Xing

et al., 2002; Yu et al., 1997), grain quality (Tan et al., 1999,

2000, 2001; Xing et al., 2001a), disease resistance (Chen,

2001; Chen et al., 2003; Han et al., 2002), growth vigor (Cui

et al., 2002a,c), biochemical products (Cui et al., 2002a,c;

Tan et al., 2001), development (Xing et al., 2001c; Yu

et al., 2002b), and morpho-physiological traits (Cui et al.,

2002a,b,c, 2003; Xing et al., 2001b; Yu et al., 2002b). Despite

the extensive studies, little is known about the genes

underlying the QTLs because of the complexity of the

quantitative traits.

For comparison, all the QTLs mentioned above were

placed onto the same framework map (Figure S1), which

was constructed by use of a segregation population inclu-

ding 241 recombinant inbred lines developed by single-seed

descent from a cross between Zhenshan 97 and Minghui 63

(Xing et al., 2002). The corresponding relationship between

the QTLs and the ESTs from Minghui 63 was established by

assigning the 697 novel unisequences onto the framework

map for QTL mapping (Figure S1). In Figure S1, the loca-

tions of these novel ESTs on the high-density EST map

(Table S1) were alsomarked. Thus, the relationship between

the QTLs and other ESTs that were onlymapped on the high-

density EST map can be easily determined. Almost all the

QTLs detected by use of the segregation populations

developed from the cross between Zhenshan 97 and Ming-

hui 63 were co-localized with one or more of the expressed

sequences (Figure S1 and Table S1).

Recent studies have shown that the candidate gene

approach may provide a way to illustrate the genes under-

lying the QTLs for important agronomic traits (Borevitz and

Chory, 2004). The ESTs co-localized with QTLs can serve as

primary candidates for gene discovery. As each QTL corres-

ponds to a segment of the chromosome in which two or

more ESTs were mapped (Figure S1 and Table S1), the

evidence for the candidate(s) of a QTL may be further

evaluated by means of other information such as the

microarray data associated with various phenotypes and

the flanking sequence collections of insertion mutants.

Finally, the candidate of a QTL needs to be confirmed by a

complementation study such as transformation. The

approach described above has been successfully used in

our laboratory to identify the genes of two QTLs for disease

resistance in rice (S. Wang et al., unpublished data).

Conclusions

The indica subspecies of cultivated rice is the most widely

cultivated form of rice produced worldwide. In this paper we

present data on the large-scale collection, annotation and

mapping of ESTs from an indica cultivar. This information

may be useful for annotation of the indica rice genome,

identification of indica-specific genes and the comparative

study of the evolution between indica and japonica sub-

species. The inter- and intra-subspecific expressed se-

quence polymorphisms may be used to develop new

molecular markers for the identification, mapping and clo-

ning of rice genes. These DISs will also facilitate the

detection of allelic polymorphisms associated with pheno-

typic variations among different rice varieties. The estab-

lishment of the relationship between the high-density

transcript map and the QTLs controlling various agronom-

ically important traits, including yield and its components,

disease resistance, grain quality, biochemical products,

development, morpho-physiology and growth vigor, will

provide a convenient reference source for studying the

genetic basis of the QTLs. This information, in combination

with other data such as gene expression profiles or flanking

sequence databases of rice-mutant libraries, will facilitate

the discovery of genes underlying the QTLs and the

understanding of the molecular basis of quantitatively

regulated plant activities.

Experimental procedures

Materials

The clones from a normalized whole-life-cycle cDNA library were
used for obtaining EST sequences. This library was constructed by
use of 15 tissues collected from nine developmental stages of rice
cultivar Minghui 63 (O. sativa ssp. indica) and was normalized by
saturation hybridization with genomic DNA (Chu et al., 2003). In
brief, a cDNA library was first constructed for each of the 15 tissues,
which included those from calluses, sprouts, etiolated whole plants
at the three-leaf stage, whole green plants at the three-leaf stage,
whole plants at the five-leaf stage, flag leaves, whole plants except
roots at the panicle development stage, whole plants except roots at
the heading stage, panicles at the panicle development stage,
panicles at the flowering stage, panicles at the grain-filling stage,
stems at the flowering stage, pollens before flowering, and fungal
pathogen (M. grisea)-inoculated leaves and bacterial pathogen
(Xanthomonas oryzae pv. oryzae)-inoculated leaves. Denatured
plasmids purified from the 15 cDNA libraries were mixed and
hybridized with saturated genomic DNA from Minghui 63. Well-
matched plasmids were then recovered from the hybridized ge-
nomic DNA to form the normalized cDNA library, referred to as a
normalized whole-life-cycle cDNA library. A total of 62 000 clones
were collected and stored. An analysis determined that the average
insert length of this library was 1.4 kb (Chu et al., 2003).

Analysis of cDNA sequences

The cDNA clones were sequenced from the 5¢ ends by use of a T7
primer. First, the cDNAsequenceswere trimmedbycomparisonwith
sequences from E. coli, X. axonopodis pv. citri, X. campestris pv.
campestris and vectors in GenBank (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov),
and with the sequences of M. grisea provided by the Magnaporthe
Sequencing Project (http://www.fungalgenomics.ncsu.edu). The
BLASTN program (Altschul et al., 1997) was used, with a stringent
criterion for sequence alignment (Table 1), to remove contaminating
sequences.
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The processed sequences were obtained by clustering and
assembling the ESTs using a modified ESTClustering program
(Zhang et al., 2003) in which the ‘Phrap’ program was replaced by
the ‘CAP3’ program (Huang and Madan, 1999). The processed
sequences were assembled with a stringent criterion for alignment
(Table 1). To avoid the influence of poly(A/T) segments on the
assembly results, all poly(A/T) segments of the ESTs were cut to
5 bp in length before assembly.

The ‘getorf’ program in the EMBOSS package (Rice et al., 2000)
was used to find the CDS of the processed sequences. The
processed sequences with a CDS shorter than 90 bp or without a
CDS were removed from the data. The gene numbers represented
by the ESTs were determined by reclustering the processed
sequences, using a stringent criterion for sequence alignment
(Table 1), with reference to the 59 712 nucleotide sequences of the
rice gene model containing the untranslated region but without the
intron, which were downloaded from TIGR (http://www.tigr.org/tdb/
e2k1/osa1/).

Analysis of SNPs and Indels

In the analysis of Indels, an insertion or deletion meant that the
sequence(s) from GenBank had an insertion or deletion when
compared with the sequence of rice cultivar Minghui 63 in the
present study. To reduce the effects of sequencing errors, only the
consensus sequences from overlapping regions of 4592 EST contigs
of Minghui 63 were used for the analysis. The total length of the
consensus sequences was 2077 kb.

Two strategies, EST2EST and EST2GNM, were used to analyze
SNPs and Indels. Two methods, mEST2EST and sEST2EST, were
used in the EST2EST strategy. In mEST2EST, rice ESTs and full-
length cDNAs (The Rice Full-Length cDNA Consortium, 2003) collec-
ted from GenBank were divided into two local databases, which
contained sequences from indica (i-dbEST) and japonica (j-dbEST)
subspecies. The Minghui 63 sequences were used to screen for
homologous sequences in i-dbESTand j-dbEST, byuseof the BLASTN

program (Altschul et al., 1997)with a stringent criterion for sequence
alignment (Table 1). If aMinghui 63 sequence identified two ormore
hits in the i-dbEST or j-dbEST, the Minghui 63 sequence and the
homologs from the databases were aligned by use of the ‘CAP3’
program (Huang andMadan, 1999) with default settings for analysis
of SNPs and Indels. In the sEST2EST analysis, the Minghui 63
sequence and its most homologous sequence (i.e., the sequence
with the smallest E-value) from the i-dbEST or j-dbEST were first
aligned by use of the BLASTN program with a stringent criterion
(Table 1); the ‘diffseq’ program in the EMBOSS package (Rice et al.,
2000) was then used to screen the aligned sequences for SNPs and
Indels.

In the EST2GNM strategy, genomic sequences of japonica rice
(variety Nipponbare), collected from TIGR (http://www.tigr.org/tdb/
e2k1/osa1/), and indica rice (variety 93-11), collected from the
Beijing Genomics Institute (http://btn.genomics.org.cn/rice/), were
divided into two local databases, j-dbGNM and i-dbGNM, respect-
ively. TheMinghui 63 sequence and its most homologous sequence
(i.e., the sequence with the smallest E-value) from j-dbGNM or
i-dbGNM were aligned by use of the BLASTN program with a
stringent criterion (Table 1), and the SNPs and Indels were identi-
fied by use of the ‘diffseq’ program.

Mapping of ESTs

The ESTs were mapped to the rice chromosomes using the BLASTN

program by searching for homologous genomic sequences with

known chromosomal locations (Chen et al., 2002) in the TIGR
Rice Genome Database of Pseudomolecules (version 3; http://
www.tigr.org/tdb/e2k1/osa1/) using a stringent criterion for se-
quence alignment (Table 1). When this stringent threshold was
used, the two matched sequences had a sequence identity ranging
from 80 to 100%, with an average of 91%, in this study. This level of
sequence identity ismuch higher than that obtained bywet-lab DNA
hybridization under conditions of low stringency, in which the
hybridized DNA molecules share ‡65% sequence identity (Joseph
and David, 2001). The most recent molecular linkage map (JRGP
RFLP 2000) for rice, containing 3267 RFLP markers (http://
rgp.dna.affrc.go.jp/publicdata/geneticmap2000/index.html), was
used as the framework map for mapping the ESTs.
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